Visit a4e.columbia.edu to find a one-stop resource for teaching and learning about East Asia. “Asia For Everyone” provides a portal to seven websites that introduce teaching modules, sample syllabi, and learning resources for developing innovative East Asia-related curricula at the elementary, secondary, and collegiate levels.

It also features a discussion forum for people who wish to engage in conversation about new methods for teaching and learning about East Asia.
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ASIA FOR EVERYONE

**a4e.columbia.edu** currently offers visitors access to:

**ASIA FOR EDUCATORS:** Offers lesson plans, primary sources, video lectures, and more for pre-college and undergraduate levels.

**EXPANDING EAST ASIAN STUDIES (EXEAS):** Provides innovative course syllabi and teaching materials for educators wishing to give students a broad transnational and interdisciplinary view of East Asia.

**INTERNATIONAL NETWORK TO EXPAND REGIONAL AND COLLABORATIVE TEACHING (INTERACT):** Provides teaching resources that develop global studies in the undergraduate curriculum through cross-regional and interdisciplinary study.

**NATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR TEACHING ABOUT ASIA (NCTASIA):** Offers seminars and workshops that encourage and facilitate teaching and learning about East Asia in elementary and secondary schools nationwide.

**TEACHING CHINESE TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (TCSOL):** Prepares educators to teach Chinese to speakers of other languages.

**WEATHERHEAD EAST ASIAN INSTITUTE:** A National Resource Center for modern and contemporary East Asia research, studies, and publication at Columbia University.

**INNER ASIA CURRICULUM RESOURCES:** Offers resources for teaching and learning about Inner Asia.